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Senior DevOps Engineer
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Company: Intel

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Job Description

Responsibilities would include the following:Building and improving CI/CD pipelines

according to Intel direction, project requirements and unified CI/CD solutions for large cloud

projectParticipate in code reviews, setting up the DevOps standards and practicesInteract

with technologists and product managers across Intel to facilitate the advanced

technologies adoption for the cloud infrastructure and services

Qualifications

BSc or MSc in Computer Science or similar with 10+ years of experience with DevOps

activities.Hands-on experience in the following areas: (you do not need to know all of these

tools):Configuration management: Ansible, TerraformProgramming languages:

Python/GoBareMetal servers provisioning: IPMI, DHCP/DNS/IPAM,

Netboot/PXE/iPXE,Redfish, Ironic knowledge will be a plusVirtualization: KVMProficient in

Linux (Debian/Ubuntu), K8s, ArgoCD, BashNetworking: DC L2 and L3 devicesREST APIs and

tools Strong problem-solving skills with a strong attitude and desire to learn and

innovate.Desired experience in driving unified CI/CD solutions across multiple teams in

multiple geosAdministration of modern/distributed SCM systems such as GIT, GitHub.

Responsibilities would include the following:Building and improving CI/CD pipelines

according to Intel direction, project requirements and unified CI/CD solutions for large cloud

projectParticipate in code reviews, setting up the DevOps standards and practicesInteract
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with technologists and product managers across Intel to facilitate the advanced

technologies adoption for the cloud infrastructure and servicesRole model continuous

improvement behavior in the team via exploration of new technologies/processes/ways of

working.

Inside this Business Group

Enable amazing computing experiences with Intel Software continues to shape the way

people think about computing – across CPU, GPU, and FPGA architectures. Get your

hands on new technology and collaborate with some of the smartest people in the business.

Our developers and software engineers work in all software layers, across multiple operating

systems and platforms to enable cutting-edge solutions. Ready to solve some of the most

complex software challenges? Explore an impactful and innovative career in Software.

Posting Statement

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,

religion, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental disability,

medical condition, genetic information, military and veteran status, marital status, pregnancy,

gender, gender expression, gender identity, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic

protected by local law, regulation, or ordinance.

Benefits

We offer a total compensation package that ranks among the best in the industry. It consists

of competitive pay, stock, bonuses, as well as, benefit programs which include health,

retirement, and vacation. Find more information about all of our Amazing Benefits 

This role is available as a fully home-based and generally would require you to attend Intel

sites only occasionally based on business need. This role may also be available as our hybrid

work model which allows employees to split their time between working on-site at their

assigned Intel site and off-site. In certain circumstances the work model may change to

accommodate business needs.  
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